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FROM THE CHAIR
Well so much has happened in the past month. The resignation of President Jacob Zuma and
the replacement of Cyril Ramaphosa as President has resulted in an immediate recovery of our
foreign exchange rates – this should reduce the cost of our fuel and spare parts imports. However,
the 2018 budget which followed took away much of the benefits, with a 52 cents rise in fuel levies
and an increase in the VAT rate from 14% to 15%. Overall though, the mood is much improved,
the country’s credit rating is saved from further downgrades and we look forward to a better future.
I do hope that you attend the AGM on Saturday, 10th March. While we are not expecting the same
level of changes as seen in our National Government recently, it is an opportunity for you to hear
an overview of club matters over the past year, and to participate by having your say in the items
on our agenda that require a vote by the members present. Please do not miss this event, your
presence at this meeting is important. We continue to invite nominations for the position of Social
and Events Secretary, which Martin Davies vacates after completing his 2 year term in this role.
Please assist us by nominating candidates who you think will be suitable, a Nomination Form is
included in this month’s Breed.
We are also looking for a Club Historian, if you are prepared to serve in this role please contact me
or the Honorary Secretary as soon as possible.
A bring-and-braai will follow the AGM, so come prepared and enjoy the afternoon with your fellow
club members.
We had 50 members present at the February natter, this was undeniably due to the huge interest
in Joan Parker’s presentation of her TD. Joan’s 44 year history with the car was condensed into a
1-hour presentation covering the day she bought the car, the incredible journeys in it and her 8 year
restoration project, it is an amazing story which was enjoyed by all.
The British Sports Car Run will be taking place on Sunday, 18th March. This event is being
organised by the Triumph Sports Car Club. Note that entries to this event close on the 9th March,
so be sure to get your entries in well before that date.
I am pleased to say that the response from our club to the 2019 Cape Centres Gathering in Cradock
has been excellent, with 16 cars entered from Cape Town so far. It is still possible to add you names
to the list, please refer to the January issue of The Breed for details.
I look forward to your support at the AGM.

Philip
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President			
			
			

Dieter Reck
021 852 4277 / 083 233 8437
reck.dieter@gmail.com

Trustees 			
			
			

Robin Rich
021 903 3426 / 082 660 3538
robin@richpumps.co.za

			
			
			

Joan Parker
021 671 8379 / 082 214 7561
joanrparker@gmail.com

Committee
Chairman 		
			
			

Philip Roux
021 683 6979 / 083 448 7352
philipjroux@gmail.com

Honorary Secretary 		
			
			

Roy Zazeraj
021 715 9694 / 082 514 5680
roy@artique.co.za

Honorary Treasurer 		
			
			

Brian Aslett
021 671 9250 / 083 267 3742
brazzle@iafrica.com

Social & Events Secretary
			
			

Martin Davies
021 712 0762 / 083 269 5483
mgtddavies@gmail.com

Editor & Publications
			
			

Fran Johnson
021 554 1097 / 082 733 7258
franjohnson35@hotmail.com

Membership Secretary
			
			

Shirley Roux
021 683 6979 / 083 360 7300
shirleyroux@gmail.com

Register Secretary 		
			
			
			

Mike Johnson
021 554 1097 / 082 733 7258
franjohnson35@hotmail.com

No doubt most of you are familiar with the phrase
‘tickled pink’ - well that is how this month’s issue of
The Breed has made me feel.
Being a feminist, I was extremely happy to receive the
first story of “Me and My MG” from a lady MG owner.
Enjoy reading about Joan’s remarkable achievements
on pages 6 & 7.
Thank you so much Joan for getting the ball rolling!
Hopefully more club members will follow suit and submit
their interesting stories. Please remember to send in a
photo of your MG along with the article.
There are a few changes to Out & About dates, please
make a note of them, especially regarding the AGM.
Club members who did not manage to join in The
Chairman’s Run missed a fun day, as usual Philip
and Shirley did not disappoint. It was a wonderful event
as you will gather from Philip’s report on page 5.
The Triumph Sports Car Club’s invitation to join them
on the 2018 British Sports Car Run can be found on
page 13.
Articles for the April issue of this newsletter are due in
by 23rd March.
Happy motoring,

Fran

Ex-Officio:		
Regalia			
			
			

Colin Cromhout
021 715 5497 / 082 576 6392
colincromhout@gmail.com

Our bank details are:

Club Historian 		

Vacant

Crankhandle Club Liaison
			
			

Martin Davies
021 712 0762 / 083 269 5483
mgtddavies@gmail.com

Bank: 			
Standard Bank
Account: 		
MG Car Club – Cape Town Centre
Branch code: 		
036 309
Internet Branch code: 051001
Account number:
271157925

						
MMM & T Register Captain Mike Johnson
			
021 554 1097 / 082 733 7258
			
franjohnson35@hotmail.com
MGA Register Captain

Vacant

(Mike Johnson)

MGB Register Captain
			
			

Neville Wyness
021 782 9651 / 083 307 9936
nwyness@mweb.co.za

Moderns Register Captain
			
			

Ken Smith
021 552 2596 / 083 280 8281
gloriana@telkomsa.net

Disclaimer:
Views, comments, opinions, advice or suggestions in this newsletter are
those of the contributors and advertisers and are not necessarily those of
the club or its committee. Availability and condition of items advertised
for sale are not guaranteed by the club or the committee. Whilst every care
is taken in compiling the contents of the newsletter the club, committee
and officials assume no responsibility for any effects arising therefrom.
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OUT AND ABOUT
MARCH
Saturday

10th

Annual General Meeting at CHC Clubhouse, Riebeek Street, Wynberg
@ 2.00pm this will be followed by a Bring & Braai

Sunday

18th

British Sports Car Run 2018 organised by The Triumph Club - details pg.13

Thursday

29th

Veterans’ run to Kronenhof car museum in Durbanville - details below

Tuesday

10th

Natter & Noggin at CHC Clubhouse, Riebeek Street, Wynberg @ 7.30pm

Sunday

15th

MG Car Club Economy Run - details to be advised at a later date

Thursday

26th

Veterans’ run - details to follow later

APRIL

Veterans’ run - 29th March
Meet at the N1 Engen one-stop at 10h00 to leave at 10h30 sharp.
Short route to Durbanville to the Kronenhof car musuem (Mercedes Benz).
I shall hand out a route map at the start of the run.
There is an entrance donation of R30 per person to the museum.
Lunch will be at Alberto’s Restaurant which is close to the museum, no need to
pre-order, you can choose lunch from their varied menu.
Should you wish to attend this run please advise Chris before 16th March.
Contact details: Chris & Pauline Nel 084 337 1827
				
email: mga1wp@gmail.com

														
.
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COMMITTEE & SOCIAL NEWS		
				
Club Historian / Librarian
The club needs a keen member to act as the Club Historian and to take charge of the club’s
stock of books in the library. This will be a very interesting position for someone who is so
inclined, as there is a vast amount of interesting MG literature to be enjoyed.
For more information please contact: Philip Roux 021 683 6979

Register Plaques
The following two plaques cannot be accounted for.
MGA / MGB Chrome Bumper
Should a member be in possession of any of these plaques please contact
Robin Rich 021 903 3426 or 082 660 3538

New Club Name Badges

Please remember to place your order for the new magnetic club name badges. The cost is
R66.00 per badge. Should you wish to order a name badge, there will be an order list and an
opportunity to view the new name badges at any of the Natter meetings or contact the
Membership Secretary: Shirley Roux

Condolences				
We have recently learnt of the passing of country member Raymond Frost # 768. Raymond
joined the club in 1987, lived in Mossel Bay and owned a blue 1967 MGB GT.
We extend our sincere condolences to his family.
Well wishes

Please spare a thought for the following members who have not been well of late:
Pat Lawson, John Taylor, Neville Wyness, Alex Stewart, Frank Peche and Peter James

MARCH BIRTHDAYS

3710172227-

Joan Parker		
		
Dave Hendry 		
		
Rosa Ballantyne, Buddy Mockford		
Len Victor		
			
Gavin McNaughton				
Ronnie Grace, Shirley le Roux				

6- Sue Terrapon
8- Suzette Squire-Howe
15- Bill Cox
18- Peter Haley				
26- Arthur Owen
29- Lucille ten Oever
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The annual Chairman’s Run was held on Sunday, 18th February 2018. To have a bit of fun
along the way I decided that I would test the knowledge of our members. What subject could
be more apt for this occasion than the names of our past chairmen, of which there have been
a total of 32 according to the published club history.
So the run became a game of scrabble where the participants collected letters with the
objective of making the names of past chairmen. A few bonus questions with increasing
difficulty (to the point where the answer to the last question could only be a wild guess) were
thrown in to make life interesting. The run itself took participants from Milnerton through the
winelands of Durbanville (where there were a number of letters to add to the collection) and
on through Stellenbosch to our lunch stop at “The Thirsty Scarecrow” on the R44 between
Stellenbosch and Somerset West.
I was quite astounded at the results of this test. Out of a maximum score of 19 points, we
had 7 participants achieving 15 points and better. So congratulations to Bill & Lucille ten
Oever, Dieter & Loraine Reck, Joan Parker & Bobbie Graham, Martin Davies & Sue Jones,
and relatively new members Ken & Beryl Ensor-Smith who all achieved a fantastic score of
15 points. But first place was a tie between Neil & Jane Beck, and Brian & Frenske Aslett
with 17 points each.
We had 18 MGs on the run with 32 members and 4 visitors present. Thanks to you all for
making it such a fun day. And special thanks to my wife, Shirley for helping with the planning
of the run, arranging the prizes and suggesting that we be prepared for a tie!

- Philip Roux

Dieter & Loraine in the TC
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‘A bevy of beauties’

ME AND MY MG

Joan Parker

I am sure most of our members know about as much as I do about my 1950 MGTD, so it is with
fear and intrepidation that I put my fingers to the keyboard - but when Fran asks so nicely for an
article, no one can decline!
I bought my TD on the 29th April 1974 from John Brimble for R1000 – it was white and had a
Morris 10 engine in it (sies!).
Today (the 23 February 2018) it is red and has a superb XPAG TD engine in it and for the
mechanically minded members, the main new engine specs are:
		
Engine capacity: 1350cc (1250cc) – figures in brackets are the original
		
Head depth: 74.05 (76.75)
		
Compression ratio: 8.4 to 1 (7.25 to 1)
		
Bore: 69mm (66.5mm)
		
Combustion chambers: 41.33cc (45.5cc)
		
Valves: 34mm exhaust (31mm); 36mm Inlet (33mm)
The new engine has been in since 2004 and my TD has now got a 4.33 diff. We cruise at 120kph
with the revs at times just above 4500 – and the TD loves it!
								

			
				
					
		

It’s now 25 years since I did the complete restoration of the car and apart from a fair number of

stone chips from excessive use on dirt roads, the TD still looks good.

During the past almost 44 years, we have done more than 189,000 kms and as mentioned many
times, it’s the people you get to know and the journeys travelled together which is the magic of
owning and driving an MG.
Apart from attending many MG Cape Centres events and MG Indabas, there have been events
with other car clubs (Crankhandle, Triumph, Sunbeam etc.), SAVVA Rallies, FIVA Rally (in the UK),
Sonder Nonsense Vreetsaam Toer (SNVT’s), specific TD tours, Cape Town Centre pre-event trips
and more.
There is one journey which I undertook alone way back in 1976 and two events, the MGTD
Fiftieth Anniversary Tour in 1999 and the TAUT (a tribute to Thomas and Andrew Bain) in 2003
which remain clear in my fading memory!
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1976 – 44 days - 9667 kms – 978 litres petrol (R240) – Av consumption 28.1mpg

							
		

			
			

1999 – MG TD Fiftieth Anniversary Tour – 16 TDs – 7 days

2003 – TAUT - Thomas and Andrew Unique Tour
A tribute to two amazing road builders. On the 4 days en route to the Cape Centres
Gathering at Lake Brenton, we traversed 27 passes and on the 2-day trip back to
Cape Town, we notched up another 9 passes.
My motto has always been that of Sherrell – ‘Drive ‘em till the roads run out’
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Joan Parker at work

A drawing one of my ex-colleagues at work sent me shortly after I started the restoration in 1991!

LETTERS
This may be of some use to other F and TF owners. As I only have one FOB (remote) for my
TF it made me very vulnerable should it fail at any time, so I decided to try and obtain a duplicate
in Cape Town. Being sent from pillar to post and visiting dozens of sites where it mentioned they
would obtain and program one for me, was without success.
I found a company in the UK called Remotekey who offered the correct FOB and a programmer
that plugs into the diagnostic port under the steering wheel. Because of poor postal service
and numerous complaints they encountered in the past with non-delivery, they had ‘black listed’
postage to RSA. They handed my request to their branch in France who do worldwide courier
services.
The address: remotekey@gmail.com (contact person Ian Jameson)
Cost:
FOB = 60 British pounds
+ 30 pounds to hire the programmer (this is returned to them and refunded to your card)
+ 36 pounds for UPS courier
+ R276 for Customs & Excise in SA
+ R76 for return postage of the programmer.
To see how it works one needs to go to their website www.remotekey.co.uk to view a short
video explaining where you plug in the programmer and how it programs the FOB. Mine
was delivered in three days and I had no problem programming the new FOB.
- Ken Ensor-Smith
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LETTERS
		
What is Regularity Rallying?
Firstly, this is not a spectator sport unlike the modern rallies that people may have seen on
television, which is an all-out quest for speed on closed roads with the fastest team winning.
Regularity Rallying is a sport of driving with precision and accuracy on public roads at varying
set speeds which are at least 10% below the prevailing speed limit for the road. The set speeds
also take into consideration the terrain and anticipated traffic conditions so as to cause as little
inconvenience to other road users as possible. Competitors are also set off at 1 or 2 minute
intervals for the same reason. As these events are held on public roads the written permission
of all authorities has to be obtained.
There are two people in the competing car, the driver and the navigator – in some events
passengers are allowed. The Navigator uses the A4 written Route Schedule to give their
driver instructions on what to do at geographical points and at what speed to travel. Sample
instructions are “T road, Turn right, speed 36”, “4 way Stop, Carry straight on, speed 88”, “Road
to left to Ceres, Turn left, speed 53”. These points must be identified and the instructions followed
to keep on the set route. The driver must also ensure that the set speeds are maintained and
compensate for when the speed, for any reason, could not be maintained. A number of Controls
are set up along the route and each competitor’s time of passing is recorded. The organisers
know the Ideal Time each competitor should be at these Controls and competitors are penalised
1 point for every second, early or late at these points. The winner is the team that has the lowest
total number of penalty points for all the Controls.
Currently as far as I am aware there are just two organisations who run Regularity Rallies in
South Africa. One is the South African Veteran and Vintage Association through its affiliated
Clubs such as The Crankhandle Club, Early Ford Club and the Vintage Motorcycle Club while the
other is the South African Regularity Rally Association who, in the Western Cape, run rallies
predominantly for Blind Navigators but their events are open to sighted crews.
Should anyone like to know more about this sport please contact:
Roger Manton
083 415 3184 (email: mantons@afrihost.co.za)
Philip or Shirley Roux 083 448 7352 (email: philipjroux@gmail.com)
- Roger Manton
					

*************************

If you own an MGB or are just interested in the model and are not familiar with the modern B
that is being built by Frontline in the UK, then a quick Google to Frontline`s web page will be
of interest. They are using the Heritage body shell (B and GT) which is, as you know, built
from original body parts. It is based on the mk1 chrome bumper/grill model. Make no mistake
the car is to all intents and purposes original from the outside. They then fit a factory supplied
Mazda MX5 2lt motor and 6 speed gearbox. The suspension and braking system is uprated.
The original B made 100mph with a good tailwind but this bomb goes to 160MPH and 1 to
60MPH in 5 sec. I understand handling is superb, it has had excellent reviews. It is a
desirable car in its own right, but to me the Mazda makes its pedigree suspect!
Nice if you can afford the price tag 96,000 GBP excluding tax. (do the arithmetic)
- Brian Crawford
					

*************************
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JANUARY VISIT TO ITHEMBA LABS
The January Veterans’ run was attended by 44 people in 24 MGS and 2 plastics. For all
intents and purposes this Veterans’ run to the Faure Atomic Accelerator (known as iThemba
Labs) was to start 2018 with an Atomic bang, however it turned out to be a disappointment.
The impressive programme that was supplied of minute to minute presentations plus a tour
could not be adhered to.
What was to be the highlight and main attraction i.e. the two Injector Cyclotrons and the twostorey high Separated Sector Cyclotron, which accelerates protons to 56% the speed of light,
was in operation and could not be viewed due to high levels of radiation. We were however,
given an interesting explanatory talk and were able to view the impressive Control Room.
The presentation of Medical Radiation did not take place, as the presenter was not available
due to the 30-bed hospital facility been closed down recently. A presentation on Radio Isotope
Production could not take place due to time constraints.
The long walk to the Material Research Department resembled Nelson Mandela’s long walk to
freedom. Here two of the many laboratories were viewed and explanations of the machines
used were given, but they were not in operation as University Post Graduate students were still
on vacation. We were however, able to view the Atomic Research 3MV Tandem Accelerator,
where appropriate explanations were given.
One does not realise there is this impressive training facility right on our doorstep. iThemba
Labs are used for research by more than 200 scientists and students from within our country,
Africa and overseas.
The pensioners lunch at the Cattle Baron was enjoyable with a good variety of eats to satisfy
our hungry souls, which made the outing worthwhile.

- Richard Grinstead

An impressive
Control Room

														
							
								
What was Bokkie saying to Dieter?

					

A keen audience
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TECHNICAL TALK
Most of you and especially the owners of older MGs will know that Expag, as it is pronounced
by some insiders, is the specific description of the engine that powers the much loved T-Type
Midget.
Originally based on Wolseley / Morris designs of the early 1930 and manufactured at a formerly
French Hotchkiss production facility in Coventry (hence metric M8x1mm fine thread throughout
the engine block), it was first installed with twin carburetor setup in the TB Midget. Due to the
outbreak of the II World War in 1939 only 379 TBs found their way to the showrooms, but in the
ten years that followed after peace had returned, some 45 000 XPAG engines were produced
to power TCs, TDs and early TFs.
The unit had its humble beginnings as a 1250cc engine giving 54,4 hp at 5200 rpm, which by
the standards at the time was not at all to be laughed at. But the power potential of the engine
had yet to be discovered. By 1949 it could be read in factory manuals that by the addition
of a supercharger and a couple of bits and pieces, the power output of the engine could be
increased to 97,5hp plus another one if the cooling fan blades were left off….. A world speed
record was set by Goldie Gardner in 1952 in a XPAG powered TD Special, with a speed in
excess of 300km/h and racing legends like Phil Hill and Stirling Moss sharpened their road
skills in XPAG powered T-Types.
History tells us what obstacles had to be overcome after the end of the war, by the brave
labour force at the Abingdon MG factory, to produce motor cars once more. Shortage of sheet
metal, paint, nuts, bolts and all sorts of components prevented the startup of full production and
by the end of 1945 only about 100 TC Midgets had been completed. The greatest shortage,
however, was a lack of cast iron scrap which was needed for the casting of the engine blocks.
As the mines supplying coal and iron ore were struggling to get back into operation, new ways
had to be found quickly to supply motor manufacturers with the necessary raw materials.
This is now, where recent research has confirmed some of my own personal theories about
the origin of the incredible strength and durability of the old XPAG block. The coastlines of the
British Isles were littered with wrecks of battleships and cruisers of the former enemy, thousands
of tons of first class, high tensile steel virtually waiting to be collected on the doorstep! Said and
done and soon canon barrels and turrets were melted down to be used for peaceful purposes:
What had brought misery and sorrow to so many for such a long time, re-emerged as a bringer
acceleration and joy for a few privileged enthusiasts for generations to come. Finally it also
makes sense what XPAG stands for: EXTRACTUM PER AQUARIUM GERMANICUM

-

Arno Nymus
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FOR SALE

MGBGT - 1968 (French Blue) in excellent condition.and much loved.
Price: R95 000
1798cc standard engine with twin SUs. Completely rebuilt (chassis up) in 2009 (photos &
video available) including:
- engine with uprated pistons, valves, etc.
- car also fitted with electronic ignition
- centralised locking
- electric cooling fan
- upgraded brakes and suspension
- leather, modern seats
Further upgrades since 2012 include:
- fitting air-conditioning
- replacing rear splines
- refurbishing the overdrive 			
(current photo taken in December 2017)
- replacing clutch thrust washer			
Bought for R100,000 in 2012 - since then the car has been reliably used as general Cape Town
runabout and on local rallies by 3-month ‘swallows’ and dry garage stored for the rest of the time.
Sensible offers considered. Vehicle is in Cape Town. Contact: Dave Alexander 082 565 5752
					
------------------------------------							
			
		
MG SA Tickford Coupe
44 years of an Edwardian MG. (built in 1936 in King
Edward 8’s reign). It is time to find a younger custodian
of the elegant MG SA Tickford Coupe which lives in
McGregor. Extensive work history available.
Price: R680 000 to the “right home”
Contact: Keith Poole 023 625 1306
email: k-mpoole@lando.co.za		
					
------------------------------------					
1949 MG TC British racing green, with aero screens. Running, but needs attention to overheating, braking and usual oil leaks. Various spares and literature included. Licenced and
SAVVA dated. Price: R350 000 Contact: Roger 083 415 3184 (mantons@afrihost.co.za)
					
------------------------------------1950 MG TD Deep Burgundy, ex the late Garth Green offered for sale.
Asking price R230 000 neg. Contact: Philip Roux 083 448 7352 / 021 683 6979			
					
------------------------------------Heavy duty all weather cover for MG TF that will fit most two seater MGs. Bought in August
2017 for R1500 asking price R600. Contact: Ken Ensor-Smith 083 372 9935 / 021 795 0603
					

WANTED

*************************

MGB Roadster pre-1970 wanted by Cape Town based car enthusiast for personal use.
Contact: A.K. Mitchell 082 4127 514
We have a local, lady owner who is the very enthusiastic driver of an early MGB roadster with
the early style of disc wheel rims. One of her rims is badly rusted and she is seeking a replacement. Alternatively she would be interested to hear if anyone has a set of four Rostyle wheels
for the same car. Contact: Tony Bruton 082 782 9640
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BRITISH SPORTS CAR RUN 2018

The Triumph Sports Car Club of Cape Town will be holding the British Sports Car Run on the
18th March 2018. This is a non-competiitve event and will start at the Engen One Stop on the
N2 and follow a route over Hellshoogte, through Franschhoek and over Franschhoek Pass to
the outdoor restaurant, Aphrodisiac Shack which specialises in smoked foods.
See (http://ashack.co.za/). It is adjacent to Theewaterskloof Dam. Aprrox. distance from the
starting point is 77km.
Participants may travel at their leisure to arrive at the venue by midday to relax and enjoy lunch.
We are catering for 50 cars and there is plenty of parking available.
The lunch menu will be:
Pulled Apple Smoked Pork with baby butter potatoes / Apple Smoked Chicken Salad
for non-pork eaters. (Please advise if any, also if there are any vegetarians).
Freshly baked Ciabatta and Rye bread
Pickled cabbage and green garden salad
The above will be served buffet style and include an assortment of finger sweet nibbles
and fresh fruits as a dessert.
There will be an urn with coffee and tea available self-service from arrival to departure.
There will also be a cash bar with local wines and beer.
The cost will be R200 per driver and R185 per passenger, all inclusive.
If you wish to take part, please pay the correct amount into the following bank account:
			
Standard Bank, Constantia
			
Branch Code: 051001
Account No: 07-822-629-9
Under reference please state: BSC and YOUR SURNAME
If paying by cheque or cash, please include R30 for bank charges
ENTRIES CLOSE 9th MARCH
Send copy of payment record as well as the following information:
Driver’s name and number of passengers
Make, model and year of car
Preferred meal: Pork / Chicken / Vegetarian
to the undersigned at graham.goetze@telkomsa.net							
We will hold a raffle, the funds of which will go to charity. We ask that individuals arrange
that your club sponsor one prize of approx. R100 in value.
Looking forward to seeing you,
Graham Goetze
(Chairman TSCC)
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MG CAR CLUB - CAPE TOWN CENTRE
NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

					
			

Saturday 10 March 2018

In terms of Clause 9.1 of the constitution, notice is hereby given of the Annual
General Meeting (AGM) of the MG Car Club Cape Town Centre to be held as follows:
Date: Saturday 10 March 2018
Time: 14.00
Venue: The Crankhandle Clubhouse, 9 Riebeek Street, Wynberg, Cape Town
The committee has arranged for a Natter “bring and braai” to be held immediately
after the AGM, so members are both encouraged to attend the meeting and
socialise afterwards.
As this is the most important meeting in the club’s calendar, all members are
encouraged to attend at least the meeting itself.
Agenda: See attached AGM agenda
Minutes of the previous AGM were published in the Breed last year. Please refer
to these if needed.
Nominations:
Please note that the term of office for the position of Social and Events Secretary
has ended, and nominations to fill this position are now being called for. Please
consider suitable candidates for this committee position and send your nomination
to the Honorary Secretary, using the attached Nomination Form prior to the
meeting.
Proxies: If you are unable to attend, please appoint a proxy (using the attached
proxy form) to vote on your behalf. Proxy forms can be handed to any committee
member before the meeting or scanned and sent to the Honorary Secretary, prior
to the meeting.
Reports: The 2018 AGM reports will be circulated ahead of the meeting, to enable
all members to read these in advance.

Roy Zazeraj
Honorary Secretary
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AGENDA FOR THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF
THE MG CAR CLUB, CAPE TOWN CENTRE
		
TO BE HELD ON
		
SATURDAY 10th MARCH 2018
AT THE CRANKHANDLE CLUB CLUBHOUSE
		
9 RIEBEEK STREET, WYNBERG
			
AT 14H00
1. Welcome and apologies								

PR

2. Verification of quorum								

PR

3. Remembering those who have passed away (Reflective quietus)		

PR

4. Adoption of the minutes of the previous AGM					
		
4.1 Corrections and proposer and seconder for adoption
		
4.2 Matters arising from the previous AGM (not covered below)		

RZ

5. President’s report									

DR

6. Chairman’s report								

PR

7. Secretary’s report								

RZ

8. Treasurer’s report and adoption of accounts					

BA

9. Trustees’ report									

RR/JP

10. Acceptance of Dieter Reck as President						
		
11. Appointment of Trustees								

PR		
PR

12. Appointment of Cape Town Centre Representatives on the National Body

PR

13. Approval: Honorary Life Membership – Dr Joan Parker				

PR

14. Approval: Honorary Life Membership – Mr Brian Hogg				
		
15. Presentation of awards								

PR

16. Election of committee members due for rotation, appointment of ex officio
members and thanks to outgoing officials.
					
17. General 										
18. Thanks and closure 								
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PR

All
PR

			

The Annual General Meeting of the MG Car Club, Cape Town Centre
will be held on Saturday 10th March 2018

at the Crankhandle Club Clubhouse, 9 Riebeek Street, Wynberg at 14h00
				
		

			

					

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

The following committee member will vacate his post on the committee at this AGM
after his two year term of office:
			

Martin Davies - Social and Events Secretary

Nominations are hereby called for, in writing of members for election to this position,
with an indication of their willingness to stand, prior to the start of the AGM.
Any elections required at the AGM will take place by a show of hands, in accordance
with the agenda as distributed.
Roy Zazeraj
HONORARY SECRETARY
					
			

*************************

Please send your nominations below (if any) to: roy@artique.co.za
As a member in good standing, I hereby nominate................................................
for the position of Social and Events Secretary.
My full name..........................................................
My signature..........................................................
Signature of nominee, indicating willingness to stand.............................................
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PROXY FORM

To the Chairman,
MG Car Club Cape Town Centre.
I

, being a member of the MG Car Club

Cape Town Centre, in good standing, hereby appoint

or failing him/her, the Chairman as my/our proxy to attend, speak and vote for
me/us on my/our behalf at the Annual General Meeting of the MG Car Club, Cape
Town Centre, to be held on 10th March 2018, and any adjournment thereof.

Signed:
Name in full:
N.B. This form is to be sent and registered with the Honorary Secretary before the
commencement of the AGM.
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